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Abstract

The aim of this paper is to provide further support for one aspect of the analysis of Classical and 
Late Latin clause structure proposed in Danckaert (2017a), namely the diachrony of subject place-
ment. According to the relevant proposal, one needs to distinguish an earlier grammar (‘Grammar 
A’, whose heyday is the period from ca. 200 BC until 200 AD), in which there is no A-movement 
for subjects, and a later grammar (‘Grammar B’, which is on the rise from ca. 50-100 AD, and 
fully productive from ca. 200 AD onwards), where subjects optionally move to the inflectional 
layer. Assuming the variationist acquisition model of language change developed in Yang (2000, 
2002a,b), I present corpus evidence which confirms that it is only in the Late Latin period that 
TP-internal subjects fully establish themselves as a grammatical option.
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Resum. La posició del subjecte en la historia del llatí

L’objectiu d’aquest article és proporcionar un suport addicional a un aspecte de l’anàlisi de 
l’estructura oracional del llatí clàssic i llatí tardà proposada a Danckaert (2017a), a saber, la dia-
cronia de la posició del subjecte. D’acord amb la proposta rellevant, cal distingir una gramàtica 
anterior (‘Gramàtica A’, l’apogeu de la qual és aproximadament el període comprès entre el 200aC 
i el 200dC), en què no hi ha moviment-A per als subjectes, i una gramàtica posterior (‘Gramàtica 
B’, que sorgeix aproximadament el 50-100dC, i esdevé totalment productiva a partir del 200dC 
en endavant), on els subjectes es mouen opcionalment a la capa flexional. Assumint el model 
variacionista d’adquisició del canvi lingüístic desenvolupat a Yang (2000, 2002a,b), presento 
evidència de corpus que confirma que és només en el període del llatí tardà que els subjectes 
interns a l’ST s’estableixen plenament com una opció gramatical.

Paraules clau: llatí; canvi lingüístic; ordre de paraules; posició del subjecte; competència de 
gramàtiques
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1. Introduction: subject placement in Latin and Romance

1.1. The problem of structural ambiguity

When trying to determine the syntactic structure of a given utterance, the syntacti-
cian routinely runs into problems of structural ambiguity, which we can informally 
describe as the potential for one and the same linear string of words to correspond 
to more than one well-formed syntactic structure. In the case of a language like 
Latin, where word order is very flexible, this problem is indeed quite pervasive. Let 
us for example assume that we want to study the structural position of subjects in 
Latin. Consider then a very short clause such as (1a), which features an inflected 
form of the unergative predicate rideo ‘laugh’ alongside a preverbal subject NP:

(1) a. nemo ride-t
  nobody.nom laugh-prs.3sg
  ‘Nobody laughs.’ (Sen. Con. 9.praef.3)

We know independently that at all stages of the Latin language, the T-node 
can either be head-final or head-initial (witness the availability of both VPAux 
and AuxVP-orders). In addition, as we will see in more detail below, subjects can 
either remain VP-internal or undergo A-movement to the TP-layer. Moreover, they 
can also be A’-moved to the left periphery (cf. Danckaert 2012). Assuming that 
finite verbs are located somewhere in the TP-layer (T° for the sake of simplicity), 
given the three parameters just mentioned (headedness of TP, ± A-movement of 
S, ± A’-movement of S), we would have to assume that (1a) is at least seven-ways 
ambiguous.1 Concretely, and assuming for the time being fairly simple representa-
tions that I will further refine in the course of this paper, it is first of all possible that 
we are dealing with a structure with a head-initial T-node and a subject in SpecTP 
(cf. (1b)). In the string-identical (1c), we see a head-final TP, and a subject in VP. 

1. In other words, given these three binary parameters, seven out of the eight combinatorial possi-
bilities yield a linear SV-order, the only structure with a VS-order being one with a head-initial T 
and an in situ subject in SpecVP.
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This structure in turn differs minimally from (1d), in that here the subject has (string 
vacuously) moved to SpecTP. Finally, in (1e) to (1g) we see the same structural 
configurations as in (1b) tot (1d), modulo the fact that in the last three cases the 
subject has been A’-moved to SpecCP, again without there being any difference 
qua linear word order. Finally, (1h) shows a structure which without A’-movement 
of the subject DP would have yielded a VS-order:

(1) b. [CP [C’ [TP nemo [T’ ridet [VP tS [V’ tV ]]]]]] head-initial T, S in SpecTP

 c. [CP [C’ [TP [T’ [VP nemo [V’ tV ]] ridet ]]]] head-final T, S in SpecVP

 d. [CP [C’ [TP nemo [T’ [VP tS [V’ tV ]] ridet ]]]] head-final T, S in SpecTP

 e. [CP nemo [C’ [TP tS’ [T’ ridet [VP tS [V’ tV ]]]]]]  head-initial T, S A’-moved 
from SpecTP

 f. [CP nemo [C’ [TP [T’ [VP tS [V’ tV ]] ridet ]]]]  head-final T, S A’-moved 
from SpecVP

 g. [CP nemo [C’ [TP tS’ [T’ [VP tS [V’ tV ]] ridet ]]]]  head-final T, S A’-moved 
from SpecTP

 h. [CP nemo [C’ [TP [T’ ridet [VP tS [V’ tV ]]]]]]  head-initial T, S A’-moved 
from SpecVP

Consider next a comparable two-word utterance, which features the same predi-
cate, but this time with a postverbal subject:

(2) a. ris-it Trimalchio
  laugh-prf.3sg Trimalchio.nom
  ‘Trimalchio laughed.’ (Petr. 69.2)

Some possible parses of this example are listed below. Assuming again that 
the inflected verb standardly undergoes V-to-T movement, (2b) shows a structure 
with a head-initial TP and a subject in its VP-internal base position. (2c) minimally 
differs from the previous representation, in that the subject has been extraposed 
(simply represented here as having undergone rightward movement, and ending up 
right adjoined to TP), an operation which in this case does not alter the surface word 
order. Next, as we will see below, in Latin there is also more than one position for 
finite verbs. Let us assume for the moment that apart from the canonical position 
in T°, the verb can in addition undergo movement to the left periphery (an analysis 
that I will make more precise in section 2.2.2). In (2d-f) I show three structures 
involving this type of V-to-C movement, which again all involve exactly the same 
surface word order, but in which the subject appears in a different structural posi-
tion, viz. in SpecVP (2d), in the right periphery (2e), and in SpecTP (2f):
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(2) b. [CP [C’ [TP [T’ risit [VP Trimalchio [V’ tv ]]]]]]  head-initial T, S in 
SpecVP

 c. [CP [C’ [[TP [T’ risit [VP ts [V’ tv ]]]] Trimalchio ]]]  head-initial T, S 
extraposed

 d. [CP [C’ risit [TP [T’ tv’ [VP Trimalchio [V’ tv ]]]]]]  head-initial T, S in 
SpecVP, V-to-C

 e. [CP [C’ risit [[TP [T’ tv’ [VP ts [V’ tv ]]]] Trimalchio ]]]  head-initial T, S 
extraposed, V-to-C

 f. [CP [C’ risit [TP Trimalchio [T’ tv’ [VP ts [V’ tv ]]]]]]  head-initial T, S in 
SpecTP, V-to-C

Note that the list in (2b-f) is not exhaustive, as the order ‘verb - subject’ can for 
example also involve a structure with a head-final TP and an extraposed subject. 
The basic point should however be clear: simple Latin clauses are multiple ways 
structurally ambiguous, and as a result, very short tokens do not typically inform 
the syntactician about general properties of Latin clausal syntax.

The standard solution to remedy this problem is to look at clauses which 
contain more material than just two or three (open class) lexical items. As will be 
detailed in section 5 of this paper, functional categories such as complementiz-
ers (subordinating conjunctions) and (non-circumstantial) adverbs can provide us 
with very useful clues about the delimitation of different ‘zones’ in the clause. 
For instance, a manner adverb, which for the sake of simplicity we can assume 
to be VP-adjoined, can help us to distinguish VP-internal subjects from subjects 
that have undergone A-movement to SpecTP. Another type of functional category 
whose presence reduces the number of possible phrase structure analyses of many 
a Latin clause is auxiliaries2: not only does the relative ordering of an auxiliary 
and a dependent lexical verb (past participles or infinitive) inform us about the 
headedness of the T-node, the exact location of phrasal material with respect 
to these two verb forms can also provide us with information about the correct 
analysis of a given utterance.

Importantly, there can be no doubt that language acquiring children are con-
fronted with exactly the same issue as the professional syntactician. As will be 
further elaborated on in section 4, there is every reason to assume that the language 
learner only sets syntactic parameters on the basis of unambiguous evidence, i.e. 
clauses which are not structurally ambiguous (with respect to one or more specific 
phenomena). We will see that such unambiguous tokens invariably contain one or 
more functional categories.

2. I use the term ‘auxiliary’ to informally refer to any functional (i.e. closed class) verb. Note however 
that I will only consider auxiliaries that appear in strictly monoclausal configurations. As argued at 
length in Danckaert (2017a: chapter 3), three such environments can be identified in Latin, namely 
clauses with a (passive or deponent) be-periphrasis (be-auxiliary + past participle), and clauses 
with the modal verbs possum ‘be able’ and debeo ‘have to’ and a dependent infinitive.
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Before spelling out exactly which question I will address in the present paper, 
let us first look at some evidence in favour of the claim that in Latin subject argu-
ments can either surface in SpecVP or in SpecTP, or in other words, that there is no 
such thing as obligatory A-movement for subjects (despite the fact that the language 
does not have (overt) subject expletives).

1.2. A first look at VP-internal subjects in Latin and Romance

I will at this stage look at passive subjects (i.e. internal arguments) occurring 
in clauses with a passive be-periphrasis. In the examples in (3), the subject NPs 
marked in boldface occur in a rightward position in what we can take to be 
a head-initial VP. In both examples the presence of an adverbial expression 
(underscored) to the left of the past participle suggests that the lexical verb itself 
sits in its base position, and thus that the order ‘PaPa - subject’ did not come 
about through movement of the lexical verb past an A-moved subject in some 
TP-internal specifier.3

(3) a. quamquam [TP [VP  mal-e [VP gest-a re-s]] era-t]
  although  bad-adv done-nom.f.sg matter-nom be.ipfv-3sg
  nec gest-ur-os melius spera-re  pot-era-nt
  and.not do-ptcp.fut-acc.m.pl better.adv hope-prs.inf  be.able-ipfv-3pl
   ‘although the mission was a failure, and although they couldn’t hope to 

fare better in a next battle’ (Liv. 1.37.5)

 b. cum [TP [VP [advp  celer-ius  solit-o] [vp duct-um  agmen]] 
  when  fast-comp.adv usual-abl led-nom.n.sg army.nom 
  es-se-t]
  be-ipfv.sbjv-3sg
  ‘when the army had moved more quickly than usual’ (Liv. 22.14.1)

Even in the classical period, Latin also had unambiguously TP-internal subjects. 
For instance, in the examples in (4) the derived subjects res ‘(lit.) matter’ and mors 
fili ‘death of <her> son’ not only appear preverbally, but also to the left of adverbs 
that we can take to be VP-adjoined:

3. Note that quamquam in (3a) means ‘although’ and not ‘however (much)’: given the latter reading, 
the conjunction would be a degree modifier that might form a left-peripheral constituent together 
with the adverb male ‘badly’ (‘however badly the mission had been handled’). However, as in the 
second of the two conjoined clauses no gradable expression is present with which quamquam could 
possibly be associated, we can be confident that the bracketing given is indeed accurate.
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(4) a. si [TP re-s  [VP prosper-e  [VP gest-a ]] es-se-t]
  if   matter-nom  successful-adv done-nom.f.sg be-ipfv.sbjv-3sg
  ‘if the battle were to be successful’ (Liv. 32.6.5)

 b. alter-am, cu-i [TP [DP mor-s fili]  [VP  fals-o
  other-acc.f.sg which-dat.f.sg death-nom son.gen  false-adv
  [VP nuntiat-a]] era-t]
   reported-nom.f.sg  be.ipfv-3sg
   ‘another woman, to whom the death of her son had falsely been reported’ 

(Liv. 22.7.13)

Similar observations can be made in clauses with a head-initial T-node: in (5a) 
the presence of the temporal adverb adhuc ‘until now’ suggests that the subject 
bellum ‘war’ does indeed occur low in the structure, arguably in a VP-internal 
position. In contrast, in (5b) the subject castra ‘camp’ sits to the left of the passive 
be-auxiliary sunt, which shows that it has evacuated the verb phrase.

(5) a. Unde   [TP est   [VP  adhuc   [VP  bell-um tract-um]] 
  from.where  be.prs.3sg  until.now  war-nom  prolonged-nom.n.sg
  nisi ex retardation-e et mor-a]?
  unless from slowing.down-abl and delay-abl
   ‘What has caused the protraction of the war until now, if hesitation not and 

delays?’ (Cic. Phil. 5.30)

 b. <post>quam  ad  Vulturn-um flumen [TP  castr-a  [T’ sunt 
  after  near  Vulturnus-acc  river.acc  camp-nom  be.prs.3pl 
  [VP posit-a]]]
   put-nom.n.pl
  ‘after a camp had been pitched near the Vulturnus river’ (Liv. 22.14.1)

Although the empirical picture of subject placement in present day Romance 
languages is one of much variation, it does seem to be the case that the high and the 
low subject position are still available.4 For instance, in the Italian examples in (6) 
(based on Belletti 2004: 19), we see that the subject Maria occurs postverbally in 
the a-example, in between the weak quantifier tutto ‘everything’, which acts as the 
direct object, and the indirect object al direttore ‘to the director’. In contrast, the 
subject appears to the left of the verb in the b-example, arguably in the canonical 
preverbal subject position:

4. In the present context it is of course impossible to do justice to the entire literature on subject 
placement in Romance. For a number of recent studies, the reader is referred to Cardinaletti (2004, 
2014) (on (varieties of) Italian), Costa (2004) (on European Portuguese), Laenzlinger & Soare 
(2005) (on Romanian), Lahousse (2006) (on French) and Ordóñez (2007) (on Spanish).
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(6) a. Spieghe-rà tutto Maria al direttore.
  explain-fut.3sg everything Maria to.the director
  ‘Maria will explain everything to the director.’

 b. Maria spieghe-rà tutto al direttore.
  Maria explain-fut.3sg everything to.the director
  ‘Maria will explain everything to the director.’

As shown in (7), evidence for the structurally low position of postverbal sub-
jects in Italian comes from adverb placement: if a postverbal subject co-occurs with 
a low aspectual adverb such as completamente ‘completely’ (cf. Cinque 1999), the 
former has to follow the latter:

(7) Capi-rà  <? completamente>  Maria  <* completamente>.
 understand-fut.3sg   completely  Maria   completely
  ‘Maria will understand completely.’ (cf. Belletti 2004: 19, her examples (3a) 

and (4a))

There are two families of analyses of the pattern in which the subject appears 
low in the structure. According to the first, a postverbal subject appears in its 
VP-internal base position (see among many others Rizzi 1982, Burzio 1986 and 
Longobardi 2000 on Italian; Costa 2004 on European Portuguese). According to 
the second, postverbal subjects have undergone short movement to the edge of the 
VP-layer, to wind up in a specialized low focus projection (see Belletti 2001, 2004 
on Italian, and Lahousse 2014 on French).5 In section 2.4 I will briefly come back 
to the question as to which analysis is on the right track.

1.3. Aims of the paper

The main hypothesis to be entertained in this paper is that the alternation between 
the patterns of subject placement illustrated in (3)-(5) does not remain stable 
throughout the lifespan of the Latin language, but rather, that the ‘suject in TP’ 
pattern in (4)/(5b) is an innovative variant. This proposal is in line with a series 
of proposals put forward in Danckaert (2017a), which will be introduced in sec-
tion 2. The present paper moves beyond Danckaert (2017a) in that it analyses the 
positional distribution of external arguments rather than derived subjects such as 
the ones in examples (3)-(5) above.

The discussion is organized as follows. In sections 2 and 3 I detail my basic 
assumptions about clause structure in the history of Latin. In section 4, I elaborate 

5. As argued in Longobardi (2000) and Lahousse (2006), one needs to distinguish ‘genuine inversion’ 
(i.e. the VP-internal pattern which is variously analyzed as being base generated as such, or as 
derived through short focus movement) from ‘focus inversion’ (in Lahousse’s terms). In the latter 
case the subject does not appear in the VP-layer, but rather has been extraposed (the surface order 
‘verb - subject’ coming about through left-peripheral focus movement of the subject followed by 
remnant topicalization of the entire TP). On subject extraposition in Latin, see section 5.1.2.
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on one particular model of syntactic change, namely the variationist acquisition 
model proposed in Yang (2000, 2002a,b). Next, I detail which type of evidence 
could provide children acquiring Latin with unambiguous evidence for the grammar 
with subject movement to the TP-layer, and for the one without (section 5). Finally, 
in section 6 I assess whether the corpus data lend support to the basic claim of this 
paper, namely that optional A-movement for subjects is only characteristic of the 
grammar of Late Latin. Section 7 is a brief conclusion.

2.  Latin clause structure in diachrony: a very brief summary of Danckaert 
(2017a)

2.1. Background: the parameterized EPP

One of the core proposals in Danckaert (2017a) is that it is necessary to distin-
guish two ‘competing’ grammars in the history of Latin, which crucially allow 
for different patterns of subject placement. The theoretical background of the pro-
posal is a parameterized model of EPP-satisfaction first proposed in Alexiadou & 
Anagnostopoulou (1998), and further elaborated on in Biberauer (2003). The basic 
idea is that is possible to maintain that there is a universal EPP-requirement, but 
that the languages of the world can make use of different resources to meet this 
requirement.

Concretely, we can assume that every (non-defective) clause is endowed with a 
functional projection which has to be overtly lexicalized by some φ-feature bearing 
category. Here I will call the relevant projection ‘FP’, and I will characterize it as a 
functional projection in the high middle field. FP comes with an EPP-feature which 
in the syntax acts as a Probe in need of a matching Goal. Two basic parameters 
govern the way in which the needs of this Goal can be satisfied, yielding a four-way 
typology. The first parameter says that the F-head can either probe for an X° or 
an XP-category, and second parameter specifies that once probed for, the moving 
goal can or cannot pied-pipe additional material. When we cross-tabulate these two 
binary parameters, we arrive at the taxonomy summarized in Table 1.

Let me briefly comment upon this four-way taxonomy, starting with the options 
in which the attracted Goal does not pied-pipe anything (top row in Table 1). The 
head movement option always leads to verb movement to F, and this typically 
happens in languages with rich subject-verb agreement (i.e. languages in which 
inflected verbs are endowed with a set of φ-features, such as (Standard) Italian and 

Table 1. Parameters of EPP-checking (adapted from Biberauer and Roberts 2005; Biberauer 
and Richards 2006)

Goal = X° Goal = XP

- pied-piping V-to-F movement (with optional  
DP movement to SpecSubjP)

DP movement to (or expletive 
insertion in) SpecFP

+ pied-piping VP movement to SpecFP DP or VP movement to SpecFP
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Modern Greek). These languages allow for preverbal subjects, but A-movement 
of subjects in these languages is strictly speaking unrelated to the EPP, and it also 
targets a higher projection than the one hosting the EPP-feature. With Cardinaletti 
(2004), I will call this projection SubjP, and I will assume that it is an A-position 
rather than an A’-position. Next, the ‘XP-Goal’ option leads to displacement of 
the hierarchically highest argument XP (the ‘subject’) to SpecFP, or, as a last 
resort, to insertion of an expletive in the same locus: English is a language which 
is characterized by these parameter settings. In languages which have the second 
parameter set at the value [+ pied-piping] (bottom row of Table 1), EPP-satisfaction 
always comes about through phrasal movement to SpecFP, regardless of whether 
the element originally probed for is a head or a phrase. Without going into full 
details, suffice it to say that certain Germanic languages such as (Standard) German 
always satisfy the EPP-requirement through VP movement, witness the obligatory 
VPAux-order characteristic of the language. Other languages are more flexible, 
in that they allow for both VP and DP movement: (Colloquial) Afrikaans can be 
said to be such a language. The reader is referred to Biberauer (2003), Biberauer 
& Roberts (2005) and Biberauer & Richards (2006) for more detailed discussion 
of the original proposal.

In what follows, I will elaborate on my own application of this system to the 
syntax of the Latin clause, as developed in Danckaert (2017a). In a nutshell, the 
core proposal is that an earlier grammar (‘Grammar A’) employs VP movement 
to SpecFP to satisfy the EPP-requirement (see also Mackenzie & van der Wurff 
2012), and that a later grammar (‘Grammar B’) uses verb movement to F to do the 
same. Crucially, the earlier grammar does not have any sort of subject movement 
to the TP-layer, in contrast with the later grammar, which does in fact allow for 
optional A-movement to SubjP. As shown in Danckaert (2017a: 213; 261-262), 
Grammar B becomes fully productive in the second half of the 1st century AD, 
but it may very well be the case that it was first actuated much earlier, probably 
even before 200 AD. In the later stages of the language (say the period from 200 
to 600 AD), Grammar B is clearly the predominant one. Here I will only be con-
cerned with the synchronic syntax of Grammar A and Grammar B: I refer once 
again to Danckaert (2017a) for discussion about the way in which Grammar B 
came into being. 

Before we start the discussion, let me point out one important difference 
between Grammar A and Grammar B, which was discussed earlier in Danckaert 
(2017a: chapter 4; to appear a). Although the two grammars can generate on the 
one hand both VPAux and AuxVP-orders, and on the other hand also the orders 
OV and VO, in Grammar B the order VO cannot cooccur with the order VPAux. In 
contrast, Grammar A can in fact generate the order ‘VOAux’, witness the relatively 
high frequencies at which this pattern is attested in certain authors from especially 
the 1st century AD. After 250 AD however, the VOAux-pattern is almost com-
pletely absent. As a result, one will have to characterize the properties of Grammar 
A in such a way that this grammar can generate VOAux-orders. Conversely, our 
analysis of Grammar B should be able to capture the absence of this word order 
pattern in Late Latin.
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2.2. Grammar A: VP movement to SpecFP

As mentioned, both Grammar A and Grammar B can produce VPAux and AuxVP-
orders, but importantly, the underlying syntax of the resulting surface strings is 
very different, which is why I will treat the two separately. I will start with VPAux-
clauses as generated by Grammar A.

2.2.1. VPAux-orders
I will assume that a Latin clause minimally consists of the following set of pro-
jections. At the bottom, there is an articulated thematic domain consisting of three 
layers, with first of all an a-categorial root (which can take an internal argument 
as its complement); next we find a verbalizing head v and on top of this a Voice 
projection, whose head position is (at least in Latin) never overtly realized, but in 
whose specifier an agentive external argument can be introduced. Moving then to 
the inflectional layer, we have TP (whose head position I take to be lexicalized by 
an auxiliary, if present, or otherwise by a single synthetic verb after V-to-T move-
ment), NegP, FP (i.e. the head associated with the EPP-feature), and finally the left 
periphery, the whole of which I represent as CP, which is of course shorthand for 
a more articulated structure.

We can now offer a precise characterization of the structure of a VPAux-clause 
as generated by Grammar A. In this grammar the F-head probes for a phrasal cat-
egory, and enters into an Agree relation with the hierarchically highest DP in the 
thematic domain (the external argument in an active clause, the internal argument 
in the case of passive and unaccusative predicates), which pied-pipes the entire 
verb phrase (VoiceP to be more precise) to SpecFP.6 All this is summarized in the 
tree in (8) (overt terminals in boldface):7

6. Note that this analysis entails a slight departure from the system laid out in section 2.1, in that 
Grammar A is characterized as language where an XP is probed for and the pied-piping parameter 
is set at a positive value, without this giving rise to any optionality as to the type of category that can 
move to SpecFP (DP movement not being an available option). See Danckaert (2017a: 236-247) 
for extensive discussion. The conclusion that will be arrived at at the end of this paper suggests 
that this line of reasoning is indeed on the right track.

7. In this and the following tree structures I do not represent bar levels of projections which do not 
have any overtly lexicalized specifier: for instance, in (8) Neg° projects straight up to NegP, rather 
than to Neg’.
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(8)

One of the most prominent features of this structure is that the T-node hosting 
the auxiliary does not c-command the verb phrase: rather the latter is displaced to 
a position above TP. As a result, ‘VP-Aux’ sequences are not subject to the ‘Final-
Over-Final Constraint’ (FOFC for short, cf. Biberauer, Holmberg & Roberts 2014), 
which rules out structures in which a head-final projection dominates a head initial 
one (within a given extended projection). Put differently, as VPAux-clauses in 
Grammar A do not involve a head-final TP (contrary to what one might initially 
think), VOAux-orders are correctly predicted to be grammatical in Grammar A, 
as desired. In addition, note that the structure in (8) also contains a negator, which 
is represented as a (free standing, i.e. non-proclitic) head Neg°, which in Latin is 
canonically lexicalized by the morpheme non ‘not’. I refer to Danckaert (2017a: 
51-60) for a series of arguments in favour of the claim that in Classical Latin, non 
is indeed a head rather a phrasal specifier. As shown there, this analysis correctly 
predicts that the hierarchically highest verb of a given clause cannot head move 
past negation (by virtue of the Head Movement Constraint), witness for example 
the absence of clauses where non appears at the very end of a clause. 

Finally, observe that in the structure in (8), the external argument in SpecVoiceP 
remains in its base position throughout the derivation: as it happens, there is indeed 
no landing site projected to which it could move (abstracting away from left-pe-
ripheral movements of various types, whose availability is orthogonal to the point 
at issue, viz. A-movement to the TP-layer). Recall that the aim of this paper is to 
gather further support for this particular part of the characterization of Latin clause 
structure offered in Danckaert (2017a). I will further elaborate on the proper anal-
ysis of VP-internal subjects in section 3 below.

2.2.2. AuxVP-orders
Given the parameterized EPP-system outlined above, one has to assume that in a 
Grammar A setting VP movement to SpecFP is the only available option to satisfy 
the EPP-requirement, as the system does not allow for any optionality. In principle, 
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this would leave us with a grammar that can only generate VPAux-orders. However, 
there is no historical stage on record in which AuxVP-clauses are absent in Latin 
(and there also do not seem to be any reasons to reconstruct a pre-historical stage of 
this type). In order to reconcile the existence of (very) early AuxVP-clauses with the 
assumption that in Early and Classical Latin, Grammar A was the most prevalent one, 
it was proposed in Danckaert (2017a) that at the very least a substantial subset of early 
AuxVP-clauses do actually involve EPP-driven VP movement, whose surface effect 
on word order is masked by a subsequent operation of auxiliary raising targeting a 
position which is higher than FP, and which I will simply label ‘G(P)’. Although it 
very much remains to be elucidated what triggers verb movement to G, and whether 
this operation is associated with any interpretive effect, suffice it to say that verb move-
ment to G is not in any way related to EPP-satisfaction (although head movement to G 
does in fact pass through F: see Danckaert (2017a: 257-259) on this particular issue).

There are two pieces of empirical evidence in support of this proposal. First, as 
shown in detail in Danckaert (2017a: 220-224), there is a difference between early 
and late AuxVP-clauses with respect to the likelihood for the two elements ‘Aux’ and 
‘V’ to be linearly adjacent. In particular, earlier ‘Aux-V’ sequences are more likely 
to be interrupted by one or more intervening constituents, an observation which is 
compatible with the claim that especially in earlier AuxVP-clauses, the auxiliary 
is likely to sit in the higher G-projection. As we will see in section 2.2.2 below, in 
the second type of AuxVP-clause, which only becomes productive in later stages, 
auxiliaries canonically sit in F°. The second piece of evidence for the existence of 
two distinct positions for finite8 verbs - auxiliaries and synthetic lexical verbs alike 
- comes from adverb placement. The basic data are illustrated in (9)-(11). In each of 
these minimal pairs, we see the order ‘aspectual adverb - finite verb’ in the a-example, 
and the reverse order in the b-example. In addition, as shown in Danckaert (2017a: 
26-27; 217-218), finite verbs can also occur both before and after modal adverbs such 
as fortasse ‘maybe’ and profecto ‘certainly’.

(9) a. mor-s […], qu-ae  ciu-ibus Roman-is semper fu-it 
  death-nom  which-nom.f.sg  citizens-dat Roman-dat always be-prf.3sg 
  seruitut-e  potior 
  slavery-abl  preferable.nom
   ‘death, which for Roman citizens has always been preferable to slavery’ 

(Cic. Phil. 10.19)

 b. Mitt-o re-m public-am, qu-ae fu-it semper 
  omit-prs.3sg matter-acc public-acc which-nom.f.sg be-prf.3sg always 
  Sull-ae car-issim-a.
  Sulla-dat dear-sup-nom
   ‘I do not mention the state, which was always most dear to Sulla.’ (Cic. Sul. 75)

8. It may well be possible that the relevant generalization is to be formulated in such a way that it does 
not refer to finite verbs, but rather to the hierarchically highest verb of a given clause. I leave it for 
future research to investigate whether the alternation illustrated in (9)-(11) can also be observed in 
(fully propositional) non-finite clauses such as AcIs.
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(10) a. quia plerumque eueni-t  ut […]
  because usually happen-prs.3sg  that
  ‘because it usually happens that…’ (Plin. Ep. 2.19.6)

 b.  sed eueni-t  plerumque ut […]
  but happen-prs.3sg  usually  that
  ‘but it usually happens that’ (Quint. 8.prooem.22)

(11) a. Ips-ae enim fer-ae null-o insequ-ent-e 
  self-nom prt wild.animals-nom no.one-abl follow-ptcp.prs-abl.m.sg
  saepe incid-unt. 
  often fall.in-prs.3pl
   ‘For wild animals themselves often fall <into traps> even if they’re not 

being hunted down’ (Cic. Off. 3.68)

 b. Sed incid-unt saepe tempor-a cum […].
  but happen-prs.3pl often times-nom when
  ‘But there are often times when… ’ (Cic. Off. 1.31)

Following Danckaert (2017a), I will interpret these data as follows. Assuming 
with Cinque (1999) that the relative ordering of (non-left-peripheral, non-extra-
posed) adverbs in the articulated TP-layer is universally fixed, it follows that the 
word order alternation under discussion is a matter of variable verb placement 
rather than variable adverb placement. In addition, if we want to maintain that all 
clauses in Grammar A are characterized by movement of VoiceP to SpecFP, we 
would have to assume that in Grammar A, the order AuxVP can only be derived by 
moving the hierarchically highest verb (an auxiliary in clauses with two verbs, the 
lexical verb in clauses with only one verb) to a position above FP. Let us call this 
position GP, and characterize it as a functional projection in the very high TP-layer, 
above modal adverbs, but still below FinP. The full structure of an AuxVP-clause 
in Grammar A is detailed in (12), which features two9 verb positions, one above 
and one below the functional space where modal and aspectual adverbs are first 
merged:10

 9. As hinted at earlier, and as we will see in more detail in the following section, in Grammar B the 
verb can also occur in F°.

10. Note however that in Cinque’s (1999) hierarchy, two of the three Tense heads are higher than all 
of the Aspect heads: therefore one would have to conclude that what is labelled as T° in (12) does 
not actually correspond to a designated Tense head from the Cinque hierarchy, but rather to some 
aspectual head which is at least as low a Cinque’s ‘Aspperfect’, whose specifier hosts the adverb 
always. The higher verb position G is probably at least as high a Cinque’s Tpast or Tfuture. I will not 
here try to further clarify the ‘cartography’ of verb positions in the Latin clause. 
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2.3. Grammar B: V-to-F movement

2.3.1. VPAux-orders
As mentioned in section 2.1, I take it that Grammar B differs from Grammar A in 
that EPP-checking happens through verb movement to F°.11 In Danckaert (2017a), 
major difference between Grammar A and Grammar B is argued to be the status of 
the negator non: in the innovative grammar, this element is argued to be no longer 
a free standing X°-category, but rather a proclitic head which surfaces left adjacent 
to the hierarchically highest verb in the clause. As a result, in the presence of nega-
tion, verb movement to F passes through Neg°. 

The basic structure of a VPAux-clause generated by Grammar B is given in 
(13). As the reader can observe, the ‘high V-position’ identified above is repre-
sented in this structure too (viz. above SubjP), a point to which I will come back 
below.

11. I refer to Danckaert (2017a: 254-255) for some speculation on the relation between this additional 
step of verb movement and the genesis of ‘verb second(-like)’ grammars in Early Romance.

(12)
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As can be observed, largely for the sake of simplicity I here represent com-
plement-head sequences (i.e. head-final projections) as base generated rather than 
derived through movement (which would be in line with Kayne’s (1994) anti-
symmetry hypothesis). In any event, in this structure the verb phrase (VoiceP) is 
dominated by all maximal projections of heads that at some point of the derivation 
can host auxiliaries, viz. TP, NegP and FP (and perhaps also GP, cf. the following 
section). The major advantage of assuming this type of structure is that it correctly 
derives the decline of the FOFC-violating order ‘VOAux’, which as mentioned is 
increasingly rare in Late Latin. In Grammar B, within one and the same extended 
projection, all projections dominated by a given head-final projection have to be 
themselves head-final too. It follows that for example a head-final TP cannot dom-
inate a head-initial √P, vP and/or VoiceP.

Finally, one last prominent difference between the structure in (13) and those 
generated by Grammar A which were reviewed above is the presence of a special-
ized projection ‘SubjP’ above FP but lower than the left periphery (cf. Cardinaletti 
2004). As indicated by the dashed arrow, subject arguments can - apparently fully 
optionally - A-move to this projection. The remainder of this paper is devoted 
to mustering further support for the claim that the availability of this particular 
operation is one of the major differences between the grammars of earlier and 
later Latin.

(13)
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2.3.2. AuxVP-orders
Turning then to AuxVP-clauses in Grammar B, we can simply assume that these 
have essentially the same structure as VPAux-clauses in this grammar, modulo 
the different direction of complementation in a number of functional projections 
in the TP-layer. The structure of a clause featuring the word orders SAuxOV (with 
A-movement) and AuxSOV (without A-movement) is given in (14):

One important question that arises at this point is whether the operation of 
verb movement to G is still available in Grammar B (as the trees in (13) and 
(14) suggest). Assuming that A-movement of subjects, as exemplified by clauses 
featuring the order ‘subject XP - adverb’, is a reliable indication that a given clause 
was generated by Grammar B, and assuming the order ‘finite verb (auxiliary) - 
adverb’ to be indicative of movement to G, all we have to do is verify whether 
the two phenomena can cooccur. As exemplified by clauses featuring the late 2nd 

century AD example in (15), which features the order ‘AuxS-Adv-OV’, they can:

(15) quia  [GP pot-est  [SubjP  aduersari-usi [interdum  [facil-ius 
 because  be.able-prs.3sg  opponent-nom  meanwhile  easy-comp.adv
 [VoiceP ti  id  praesta-re]]]]]
  this.acc.n.sg  provide-prs.inf
  ‘because the opposite party can in the meanwhile more easily provide this’ 

(Gaius Inst. 4.53d)

(14)
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As it happens, my corpus (which I will further introduce in section 6.1) does 
not contain any examples where an auxiliary and a(n unambiguously non-left-pe-
ripheral) subject precede one or more adverbs, in such a way that the subject ends 
up to the left of the auxiliary. I will therefore conclude that GP is higher than 
SubjP, as suggested by the labels in (15).12 As will become clear in section 5, this 
conclusion has important repercussions for the way in which different patterns of 
subject placement are cued to the language learner. On the other hand, what we do 
find is the order ‘C-S-Adv-Aux-V’, as in (16), where the modal verb possum ‘be 
able’ occurs below the aspectual adverb celerius ‘quicker’:

(16) ut conuers-os anim-os  popul-orum etiam  [SubjP [ nostr-a  
 so.that converted-acc minds-acc people-gen also  our-nom  
 clementi-a]i , sicut  desidera-t, [celer-ius  [FP pos-si-t  
 clemency-nom  as desire-prs.3sg  quick-comp.adv  be.able-prs.sbvj-3sg
 [VoiceP ti  agnosc-ere]]]]
  recognize-prs.inf
  ‘so that our Clemency, as he desires, may find out more quickly about the 

conversion of the people’ (Gesta Conlationis Carthaginiensis 3.29, p. 1000, 
ll. 34-35 (Lancel))

If the bracketing provided for this example is correct, we would have to con-
clude that the functional space occupied by aspectual and modal adverbs is between 
FP and GP (as in (12)), not between TP and FP. As a result, verb movement to F 
does not result in ‘V/Aux - aspectual/modal adverb’ orders; rather, this last pattern 
always involve verb movement to G. 

2.4. Interim conclusion: two grammars of subject placement

To sum up this second section, I have spelled out a number of assumptions on Latin 
clause structure that allows us to make sense of the contrasting patterns of subject 
placement illustrated in (3) and (4). Specifically, I have distinguished a grammar in 
which A-movement to SubjP is possible and one where it is not. In both grammars, 
it is of course possible that the subject eventually ends up in some (left or right-)
peripheral position. We have also seen that there are (at least) three positions for 
finite verbs (viz. T (in Grammar A), F (in Grammar B) and G (in both grammars)), 
an observation that will be important later on in the discussion. At various points, 
adverbs were used as probes into clause structure.

As mentioned at the end of section 1, the goal of this paper is to shed light on 
the diachronic development of subject placement in the history of Latin. Given the 
set of assumptions about Latin clause structure that we have just spelled out, we 
can now formulate this research question in more precise terms. 

12. Should it in the end turn out that the order ‘C-S-Aux-Adv-V’ (or perhaps the pattern ‘C-S-V-Adv’ 
more generally) is in fact attested outside my corpus, one would have to conclude that at least in 
Grammar B, there is yet another position for finite verbs. I hope to further look into this matter in 
future research.
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Given the system outlined in this section, Grammar A and Grammar B are 
concerned with the lexicalization of FP rather than with subject placement per se 
(although the two phenomena are clearly not unrelated). Recall also that in present 
day Romance, both VP and TP-internal subjects are available. The hypothesis that 
I would like to explore is that as a by-product of the genesis of Grammar B, two 
other grammars came into being, namely one in which subjects have to undergo 
A-movement, and one where they do not. Under this scenario, whether or not in a 
Grammar B setting a given subject XP undergoes A-movement is not a matter of 
‘true optionality’ (in the sense of Biberauer & Richards 2006), but rather a case of 
grammar competition (in the sense of Kroch 1989, 1994). It seems reasonable to 
hypothesize that in the long run the outcome of this process of grammar competi-
tion is (functional) specialization of both competing variants (in that VP-internal 
and TP-internal subjects both come to be associated with different discourse inter-
pretations (low subjects probably being more ‘focus-like’, and high ones more 
‘topic-like’)), rather than the generalization of one variant at the expense of the 
other. Needless to add, this last point remains to be further explored.

In section 4, I will outline the details of a model that can help us to empirically 
assess the validity of the hypothesis that the [+ A-movement] grammar fully estab-
lishes itself only in the Late Latin period, in the context of an acquisition-based 
approach to language variation and change. Before going there, in the next section I 
will first address a question which was briefly touched upon in the opening section, 
namely whether VP-internal subjects sit in their thematic base position or rather in 
some low discourse-related projection. Special attention will be paid to the correct 
analysis of clauses featuring the word order ‘VAuxSO’.

3. Excursus: more on the syntax of VP-internal subjects

3.1. In situ or at the VP-edge?

Before moving on, let us first have another look at the details of the VP-internal 
subject pattern, concentrating this time on external arguments. As was the case 
with the derived subjects in (3) and (5a), low adverbs can provide us with clues 
to unambiguously identify a VP-internal agentive subject (external argument). In 
(17) and (18), we see two clauses with an auxiliary (resp. be and possum ‘be able’) 
and a transitive lexical verb. In both examples, an external argument (in boldface) 
appears to the right of a manner adverb (underscored):

(17) si   [VP grat-e  pi-e=que [VP qu-is se 
 if  grateful-adv=and  affectionate-adv=and someone-nom.m.sg refl.acc 
 prosecut-us]] fu-isse-t
 followed-nom.m.sg be-plprf.sbjv-3sg
  ‘should someone have approached him kindly and affectionately’ (Suet. Aug. 

66.4)
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(18) quo  [VP facil-ius  [VP uos coniectur-am de
 so.that   easy-comp.adv  you.nom.pl inference-acc about
 trienni-o et de tot-a Sicili-a fac-ere]] 
 period.of.3.years-abl and about whole-abl Sicily-abl make-prs.inf
 pos-sit-is
 be.able-prs.sbjv-2pl
  ‘so that you may have an idea about <the profits he made during> his three-

year tenure, in the whole of Sicily’ (Cic. Ver. 3.106)

Again I will simply assume that such adverbials are VP-adjuncts; in the above 
examples, we can be confident that the relevant items (grate pieque ‘kindly and 
affectionately’ and facilius ‘more easily’) are indeed located in their base position, 
given that they occur to the right of a subordinating conjunction such as si ‘if’ or 
quo ‘so that’, which as argued in Danckaert (2012) demarcates the lower edge of 
the clausal left periphery.13 In other words, in the case of (17) and (18), we can safe-
ly assume that the order ‘manner adverb - subject XP’ did not come about through 
left-peripheral fronting of the adverbials across a TP-internal subject.

One important question that we have to address at this point is whether what I 
have qualified above as ‘VP-internal subjects’ do indeed remain in their thematic 
base position, or whether they are actually short moved to a dedicated low topic 
or focus projection dominating VoiceP, à la Belletti (2001, 2004), which as we 
have seen above would still give rise to ‘adverb - subject’ orders (cf. example 
(7)). Put differently, these two possible syntactic structures would typically result 
in the same linear word orders. However, unlike present day Romance Latin has 
VPAux-orders, and in this particular syntactic context surface word order might 
actually inform us about the question at issue. Consider for instance the following 
example from Suetonius (ca. 120 AD), which features a clause with an analytic 
deponent be-periphrasis, and the overall word order ‘VAuxSO’. The subject is 
marked in boldface:

(19)  [Context: In his discussion of the emperor’s character, Suetonius mentions 
among things Claudius’ propensity for paranoia and his occasional fits of 
temper. He then turns to his overall intellectual capacities, and specifically 
the question as to whether he really was, or only pretended to be stupid.]

 Inter ceter-a in eo mirat-i sunt 
 among other-acc.n.pl in this.abl.m.sg admired-nom.m.pl be.prs.3pl
 homin-es et obliuion-em et inconsideranti-am.
 people-nom and forgetfulness-acc and absent-mindedness-acc
  ‘Among other things people were amazed by both his forgetfulness and his 

absent-mindedness.’ (Suet. Div. 39.1)

13. More precisely, in Danckaert (2012) subordinating conjunctions are argued to be located in Fin°: 
evidence for this analysis comes from among other things the observation that left-peripheral foci 
invariably precede complementizer-like elements.
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Under one possible analysis of this example, both the subject and the object 
would be extraposed, whereby ‘extraposition’ either involves rightward movement 
and right adjunction to one of the highest projections of the clause (either a high 
TP-internal or some left-peripheral functional projection), or alternatively left-
peripheral (focus) fronting and subsequent leftward movement of a remnant TP.14

 
However, as will be elaborated on in section 5.1.2, it is unlikely that the subject in 
this example has been extraposed, as multiple extraposition of argument XPs does 
not seem to be available (although there is no general ban on multiple extraposition 
of e.g. relative clauses).15

 But then how are examples like (19) to be analysed? And 
in particular, is it possible to somehow characterize the subject in a VAuxSO-clause 
as ‘VP-internal’?

Let us first of all have a look at the information structure properties of the 
elements in the relevant example. It seems reasonable to characterize the direct 
object et obliuionem et inconsiderantiam ‘both his forgetfulness and his absent-
mindedness’ as a new information focus, as the relevant properties of the emperor 
add to our understanding of the person’s character, which is the main topic under 
discussion.16

 On the other hand, the generic subject homines ‘(the) people’ clearly 
only constitutes backgrounded information. If we then assume that we are dealing 
here with a clause generated by Grammar A, a possible phrase structure repre-
sentation would be as in (20). In this structure, both the external and the internal 
argument have evacuated the verb phrase before the latter moves to SpecFP. The 
landing site of the two argument XPs could then be the low topic and focus projec-
tions from Belletti (2001, 2004). With Devine & Stephens (2006), I will call these 
projections TopvP and FocvP:

14. On the merits of these two competing analyses, see among others Wallenberg (2015).
15. VAuxOS and VAuxSO-patterns in languages with a strictly head-final TP, such as Hindi-Urdu 

(Manetta 2012) and Bangla (Simpson & Choudhury 2015), would then have to be analysed in such 
a way that the occurrence of multiple arguments to the right of an auxiliary does not come about 
through repeated application of either high rightward adjunction, or of left-peripheral fronting 
followed by remnant movement.

16. As documented in Danckaert (2012), by the early second century AD left-peripheral fronting of new 
information foci had already become obsolete in Latin. Note however that the analysis proposed 
there, which relates the loss of left-peripheral foci to the loss of EPP-driven VP movement predicts 
a structure like (20) not to be available. I leave this issue for future research.
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Three tentative conclusions can be drawn at this point. First, short topicalization 
and/or focalization to the low left periphery may well have been available in Latin. 
Second, given the relative scarcity of the orders VAuxSO (and VAuxOS) (cf. Table 
1 in the next section), it seems to be the case that the relevant operations were 
only optional, and that genuine VP-internal subjects were possible (for example in 
clauses featuring the word order ‘C - (manner) adverb - SOVAux’). Third, in all 
likelihood short topicalization and focalization were possible in AuxVP-clauses 
too, but given that AuxVP-sequences generated by Grammar A are always very 
difficult to distinguish from surface-identical strings generated by Grammar B, 
it would be difficult to draw strong conclusions from clauses featuring the word 
orders ‘AuxVSO’ and ‘AuxVOS’, which in Grammar A would involve movement 
of the auxiliary to G).

3.2. VAuxOS and VAuxSO in Grammar B

This brings us to an additional question: is an analysis of VAuxSO and VAuxOS-
clauses in terms of short topicalization/focalization possible in a Grammar B set-
ting too? Assuming the structure detailed in (13) (VPAux) and (14) (AuxVP), the 
answer would have to be that although movement to FocvP and TopvP is presum-
ably available in both both types of clauses in Grammar B, only in AuxVP-clauses 
would short focalization or topicalization be able to yield a linear AuxVP order. 
Consider why this is so.

Recall that the main empirical motivation for assuming the structure in (13) for 
VPAux-clauses in Grammar B is the scarcity of the word order pattern ‘VOAux’ 
after 250 AD. More precisely, in this grammar VPAux-orders are not derived 
through VP movement, and as a result, the type of stranding analysis sketched 
in (20) is not available in this grammar (pace Jayaseelan 2010). Assuming that 

(20)
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rightward specifiers are in general not available, we would have to conclude that 
in Grammar B, there can be no VAuxXP-clauses in which XP sits in TopvP or 
FocvP.17 One would then predict these word orders to be less well attested in later 
centuries than in earlier ones. However, as shown in Table 2, this is not the case, 
as both patterns are in fact more frequently attested in the last four centuries in my 
corpus (i.e. in the stage where Grammar B is the predominant one), both in absolute 
and in relative terms.18

The key to understanding this unexpected state of affairs is given in Table 3. As 
it turns out, the overwhelming majority of the Late Latin VAuxOS and VAuxSO-
orders occur in clauses with a deponent be-periphrasis, whereas the figures for 
clauses with a modal verb are very low in Late Latin too (but note that the order 
‘infinitive - modal’ is comparatively rare in this period). Interestingly, of the 53 
Late Latin VAuxOS/VAuxSO-clauses, 38 (17 VAuxOS, 21 VAuxSO) come from 
one body of texts, viz. samples of the Latin Bible, where Grammar B is very 
strongly represented (witness for instance the quasi-absence of VOAux-orders).

I would like to interpret these data as follows. As discussed in Danckaert 
(2016, 2017a,b), Late Latin texts display surprisingly high frequencies of head-
final be-periphrases, which are attested in more than 80% of the cases. On the 
other hand, in the same texts the head-initial ‘modal - infinitive’ orders tends 
to outnumber head-final (‘infinitive - modal’) structures. Given later develop-
ments in Romance (where head-initial syntax is the norm), the behaviour of be-

17. Recall also that I take multiple extraposition of argument DPs not to be available.
18. Note that I am not using the term ‘early’ as in ‘Early Latin’ (i.e. the language used in Latin texts 

dating from ca. 250-150 BC).

Table 2. Frequency of the word orders ‘VAuxOS’ and ‘VAuxSO’ over time

Early (200 BC - 200 AD) Late (201 - 600 AD)

VAuxOS 13 27

VAuxSO 14 33

Total # of VPAux-clauses 1064 511

Table 3. Frequency of the word orders ‘VAuxSO’ and ‘VAuxOS’: modals and be-auxiliaries 
compared

Early (200 BC - 200 AD) Late (201 - 600 AD)

be modal be modal

VAuxOS 9 4 23 4

VAuxSO 12 2 30 3

Total # of VPAux-clauses 392 672 276 235
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periphrases is of course unexpected. In Danckaert (2016), it was proposed that 
this state of affairs is related to the prosodically weak status of (monosyllabic) 
forms of Late Latin non-copular be. In particular, ‘weak be’ is argued to corre-
spond to a (monosyllabic) foot which cannot project an independent phonological 
word. Such a ‘stray foot’ can only survive in a given syntactic configuration if it 
is linearized at the right edge of a phonological phrase, where it counts as extra-
metrical (say ‘invisible at PF’). This is the case whenever this element appears 
in an absolute clause-final position, and when a ‘PaPa - be’ sequence is only fol-
lowed by one or more extraposed constituents (one of which could in principle 
be the subject or the object).

Critically, the only context in which ‘weak be’ can survive in a given repre-
sentation without appearing at the end of a phonological phrase is one in which 
it forms a complex head with another X°-category. This happens for instance in 
negated clauses, which is the one environment in which Late Latin be-periphrases 
are productively head-initial (see Danckaert 2016, 2017a: chapter 6). In a nut-
shell, the logic of this argument is that in the case of complex head formation 
(which I take to involve syntactic head-to-head movement), weak be is part of 
a unit (an X°-constituent) which at spell-out is automatically mapped onto a 
prosodic word (because it is simply too heavy not to constitute a p-word of its 
own). As a result, there is no need for be-auxiliaries in negated contexts to appear 
in an extrametrical position (i.e. at the end of a p-phrase). I refer to Danckaert 
(2016) for the full story.

Returning then to Late Latin VAuxSO and VAuxOS-clauses with a be-auxil-
iary such as (21), I would like to propose that these involve a process of complex 
head formation too, namely incorporation of the lexical verb into the head hosting 
the auxiliary.  This goes against what is suggested in Danckaert (2017b: 231-
233), where it is argued that Late Latin ‘PaPa - Aux’ sequences do not involve 
V-incorporation. Evidence for this claim comes from word order in negated 
clauses with a head-final be-periphrasis (which as we have seen are the minority 
pattern in Late Latin, the statistically predominant order being ‘Neg-be-PaPa’). 
Danckaert (2017b) observes that in VPAux-clauses, the order ‘V-Neg-be’ persists, 
and concomitantly, that the order ‘Neg-V-be’ is (which would be compatible with 
a V-incorporation account) is relatively poorly attested. However, in Danckaert 
(2017b) no material from the Vulgate was taken into account, which is the only 
body of texts in which the orders ‘VAuxSO’ and ‘VAuxOS’ are really productive 
(and where in negated clauses with a be-periphrasis we almost exclusively find 
‘Neg-be-PaPa’ orders). What I would like to propose is that V-incorporation was 
in fact available, but not for every speaker, and therefore that there are no traces 
of it in all Late Latin texts. This would go some way to explain why the attested 
‘PaPa-be-OS’ and ‘PaPa-be-SO’ orders in my corpus are so unevenly distributed 
over the various Late Latin texts (recall that the bulk examples comes from one 
and the same text, viz. the Vulgate).

If this ‘optional incorporation’ analysis is on the right track, the structure of an 
example like (21) could then for instance be as in (22) (where I simply represent 
the conjunction quia ‘because’ in C°):
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(21) quia consolat-us est Domin-us popul-um su-um
 because  consoled-nom.m.sg be.prs.3sg Lord-nom people-acc his-acc
 ‘because the Lord has comforted his people’ (Vulg. VT Is. 49.13)

As can be observed, this structure does not involve a head-final TP, but rather 
it is an AuxVP-clause in which the lexical verb first left-adjoins to T, and in which 
the complex head thus formed moves on to F (as dictated by the rules of Grammar 
B). In (22), the subject is represented in its thematic base position, but nothing 
precludes an analysis according to which it has undergone movement to a low 
topic or focus projection. In addition, as we will see in section 5.2, it is actually 
conceivable that the subject has undergone A-movement to SubjP (not represented 
in (22)), and that the surface effect of this operation is masked by subsequent verb 
movement to the higher verb position G discussed in section 2. In the absence of 
adverbial material that could disambiguate the exact position of the verb forms in 
an example like (21), the position of the subject would itself also be ambiguous 
between a VP-internal and a TP-internal parse.

3.3. To sum up

In this section I have suggested that there are two different patterns of VP-internal 
subject placement, (a) one where a (presumably discourse-neutral) subject occurs 
in its thematic base position, and (b) one where it has undergone short movement 
to a low topic or focus projection. In what follows, I will not make any further 
distinction between these two types of VP-internal subject placement, as they can 
both be considered to be neither left or right-peripheral, nor A-moved. In addition, 
we have also seen that especially in Late Latin certain ‘PaPa-be(-XP)’-patterns 

(22)
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are ambiguous between a number of possible parses, including a pattern in which 
the lexical verb is incorporated in the auxiliary, a possibility which I take not to be 
available in clauses with a modal verb.

In the next section I will introduce the details of an approach to syntactic change 
which makes crucial reference to the potential for linguistic utterances to be struc-
turally ambiguous, and to the way in which structural ambiguity is dealt with by 
the language learner.

4.  The ‘variationist acquisition’ approach to language change (Yang 2000, 
2002a,b)

As hinted at earlier, I am assuming a grammar competition approach to language 
variation and change (Kroch 1989, 1994). In the case at hand, this approach entails 
that speakers of Latin had access to both Grammar A and Grammar B, perhaps 
throughout the entire period under discussion (viz. 200 BC - 600 AD, cf. section 
6.1). Variation resides in the frequencies at which these two pairs of competing 
grammars were employed. In addition, it is conceivable that these different gram-
mars were associated with different conditions of usage, although it has to be added 
that that there are at present very few (if any) reliable (and methodologically sound) 
empirical studies of this type of synchronic variation in Latin.

Yang (2000, 2002a,b) provides a probabilistic algorithm to model the dynamics 
of two or more competing grammars, and to determine how successful a grammar is 
in parsing the data a language acquiring child is exposed to. One important aspect 
of his approach is the (among generative linguists very common) assumption that 
language change is a discontinuous process, whereby a language acquiring child 
reanalyses (part of) the data that she is exposed to during the critical period, in the 
sense that she assigns a phrase structure analysis to a given surface string in the 
Primary Linguistic Data (PLD) which is different from the representation assumed 
by the speaker who produces the relevant utterance. Yang argues that each grammar 
G a child has access to is associated with a probabilistic weight, i.e. the probability 
that the child will use G and not any competing grammar to parse a given utterance. 
More precisely, each time a child chooses grammar G1 and successfully parses a 
sentence from the PLD (Primary Linguistic Data), the weight of G1 increases, and 
the weight of the competitor G2 decreases.

Assuming a two-way competition between a grammar G1 and a grammar G2, 
we can distinguish three types of clauses in the PLD: (i) clauses that can only be 
generated by G1, (ii) clauses that can only be generated by G2 and (iii) clauses that 
are structurally ambiguous in that both grammars G1 and G2 can generate them. 
The fitness of G1 is then defined as the proportion of clauses in the PLD that can 
only be generated by G1. Finally, we can characterize the advantage of G1 over its 
competitor G2 as the fitness of G1 minus the fitness of G2. Yang’s model predicts 
that in the long run, the fittest grammar wins out, unless independent factors bring 
about a change through which the relative fitness of G1 and G2 changes.

Before we can apply this theoretical machinery to Latin corpus data to assess 
the fitness of the two hypothesized grammars which are the main focus of the pres-
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ent paper, viz. the grammar with and the one without A-movement for subjects, we 
first have to spell out precisely under which conditions we can be certain that we 
are dealing with a VP-internal and a TP-internal subject in Latin, which is what I 
will do in the following section.

5. Cues for VP-internal and TP-internal subjects

5.1. Distinguishing ‘peripheral’ from ‘clause-internal’ subjects

I will start by discussing environments in which a subject XP is or can be located 
in a peripheral position, which I will loosely define as any position in the clause 
which is structurally higher than SubjP. Peripheral subjects can be linearized either 
to the left or to the right of the main body of the clause. The reason why clauses 
containing a peripheral subject do not inform us about the presence or absence of 
A-movement is of course that it cannot be assessed whether a given subject was 
moved to a peripheral position directly from within the VP or rather via an inter-
mediate step in the TP-layer.

5.1.1. Left-peripheral subjects
As was mentioned in section 3.1, subordinating conjunctions and fronted wh-items 
of various kinds are the most reliable diagnostic to tell whether a given constituent 
is left-peripheral or not. Consider for instance the minimal pair in (23)-(24) (where 
the label ‘TP’ is used as shorthand for the entire articulated middle field). Both 
examples feature an adverbial clause introduced by cum ‘when’, and in both cases 
the subject is the proper name Scipio. In the first example, this element appears  
to the left of cum, and in the second example it appears to its right:

(23) Ceterum [FocP  Scipio [FinP cum [TP conloqui-um haud  abnu-isse-t]]],
 furthermore  Scipio.nom when  meeting-acc not  refuse-plpfv.sbjv-3sg
 amb-o ex composit-o duc-es castr-a
 both-nom.m.pl from pre-arrangement-abl generals-nom camp-acc
 protul-erunt […] .
 move.forwards-prf.3pl
  ‘Furthermore, when Scipio had approved of the meeting, both generals con-

certedly moved forward their camps.’ (Liv. 30.29.8)

(24) [FinP Cum  [TP Scipio nihil defut-ur-um
  when Scipio.nom nothing.acc be.lacking-ptcp.fut-acc.n.sg
 iis profecto dic-ere-t]], tum rursus mulier:  […] .
 this.dat.f.pl surely say-ipfv.sbjv-3sg then again woman.nom
  ‘When Scipio said that they would certainly lack nothing, then the woman 

said: …’ (Liv. 26.49.12)

As mentioned in Danckaert (2012: 4-6), there is every reason to assume that 
what is variable in this minimal pair is subject placement, and that the position of 
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the conjunction cum remains constant. We can assume that the latter sits in a low 
left-peripheral position, say FinP. It follows that we can be sure that the subject in 
(23) has been moved to the left periphery, and that it sits somewhere below FinP 
in (24). In the corpus study that I will report on in section 6, all unambiguously 
left-peripheral subjects (or direct objects) of this type were excluded (and thus not 
even taken up in the set of ambiguous clauses). In addition, we also know that - at 
least in prose texts - the hierarchically highest verb of a clause (very often a finite 
verb) never occurs to the left of wh-words and complementizer-like elements (cf. 
Danckaert 2012: 275), from which we may deduce that in Latin the highest verb 
cannot move to the CP-layer, at least not past Fin. By transitivity, we can be confi-
dent that any element below an auxiliary (which is almost always the highest verb 
in its clause) is itself also non-left-peripheral. Finally, all subjects which are not 
preceded by an auxiliary and/or a C-element are either left-peripheral, or located 
somewhere below Fin. All this is summarized in (25) (where # designates the left 
and right edges of a clause, and where angle brackets indicate that the presence of 
additional material is only optional):

(25) a. # S  C    … # S = unambiguously left-peripheral

 b. # C S <…> # S = unambiguously non-left-peripheral

 c. # Aux S <…> # S = unambiguously non-left-peripheral

 d. # <…> S <…> # position of S = ambiguous (in CP, TP or VP)

5.1.2. Right-peripheral (extraposed) subjects
Distinguishing clause-internal from right-peripheral constituents in Latin is slightly 
more difficult.19 As mentioned in section 3, I will assume that the phenomenon of 
extraposition either involves rightward movement and adjunction to some high 
functional category, or left-peripheral fronting of a focalized constituent followed 
by remnant movement (without taking a stance as to which analysis is correct, or 
whether we need both). In the same section it was also pointed out that multiple 
argument extraposition within one and the same clause does not seem to be avail-
able. Formulating this generalization slightly more accurately one could say that 
an extraposed subject or direct object has to occur at the absolute end of a clause, 
from which it follows that argument extraposition cannot be iterated. Let us have 
a look at some data that corroborate this point. For instance, Modern French has a 
process of subject inversion which is called ‘focus inversion’ in Lahousse (2006) 
(which is to be distinguished from ‘genuine’ (i.e. VP-internal) inversion). As shown 
in (26), in cases of focus inversion a subject must appear at the right edge of the 
clause (data from Lahousse 2006: 426, 453):

19. For relevant discussion, see also Danckaert (2017c).
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(26) a. Pass-er-a [PP devant le conseil  de  discipline] [DP tout élève de 
  go-fut-3sg  before the committee  of  discipline  every pupil of 
  l’ établissement au comportement incivil].
  the  institution with.the behaviour  inappropriate.
   ‘Every pupil of the school with inappropriate behaviour will appear before 

the disciplinary committee.’

 b.  *Passera [DP tout élève de l’établissement au comportement incivil] [PP 
devant le conseil de discipline].

Similarly, in English a direct object that has undergone Heavy NP Shift cannot 
be followed by any clause-mate constituent. To the extent that the pattern in (27b) is 
acceptable at all (speakers’ judgments tend to vary in this respect), the clause-final 
adjunct last Monday has to be right-dislocated and mapped onto an independent 
intonational unit, suggesting that it is not properly integrated in the same clause as 
the shifted object my rich uncle from New York:

(27) a.  I met [PP on the street] [DP last Monday] [DP my rich uncle from New York].

 b.  % I met  [PP on the street] [DP my rich uncle from New York] [DP last 
Monday].

What I will do to exclude as many potentially extraposed subject XPs as pos-
sible is classify as ‘structurally ambiguous’ all (VPAux and AuxVP-)clauses (i) 
in which the subject occurs in an absolute clause-final position, or (ii) where the 
subject is only followed by a constituent which is likely not to be fully integrated 
in the same clause, such as an adverbial clause. As I will discuss at the end of 
the following section, some postverbal subjects in AuxVP-clauses which are fol-
lowed by at least one clause-mate constituent will be classified as ‘unambiguously 
VP-internal’.

Let us then turn to the way in which VP-internal subjects can be identified.

5.2. Unambiguous evidence for VP-internal subjects

As a first approximation, we can say that a given subject XP is unambiguously 
VP-internal if it occurs to the right of an element which demarcates the boundary 
between the VP and the TP-layer. (Various kinds of) adverbs and the lexical verb 
itself are the most reliable such demarcating categories, but crucially only when 
these elements themselves do not occur in a peripheral position.

Following the same logic as in section 5.1.1 where we discussed left-periph-
eral subjects, whether or not a given adverbial expression is left-peripheral can be 
assessed in clauses featuring an element which itself is unambiguously left-periph-
eral, such as adverbial subordinators and relative or interrogative wh-phrases. As 
mentioned earlier, fronted foci typically occur to the left of such elements. In the 
case of a focus-fronted adverb, such as the manner adverbs bene ‘well’ and male 
‘badly’ in (28), this yields the order ‘adverb - subordinator/wh-phrase’:
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(28) Et scrib-a-s mihi ueli-m de gladiator-ibus, 
 and write-prs.sbjv-2sg me.dat want.prs.sbjv-1sg about gladiators-dat
 sed ita [bene [si re-m ger-unt]]; 
 but so  good.adv   if matter-acc do-prs.3pl
 non quaer-o  [mal-e  [si se gess-erunt]].
 not ask-prs.1sg   bad-adv   if refl.acc do-prf.3pl
  ‘And I would like you to write me about the gladiators, but only if they behave 

properly; if they behave badly, I’m not interested.’ (Cic. Att. 4.8.2)

On the other hand, whenever an adverb occurs to the right of a low left-periph-
eral item, we can be confident that it occurs in its base position, assuming that the 
ordering of adverbial modifiers in the extended VP and TP is completely rigid 
(Cinque 1999). We also know that SubjP is located fairly high in the TP-layer: 
let us assume that any subject below a non-left-peripheral adverb should be 
VP-internal (type ‘C-Adv-S-[…]’, where ‘C’ stands for any category that somehow 
demarcates the lower edge of the CP-layer, for example a subordinator, but also 
an auxiliary). This conclusion holds for both VPAux and AuxVP-clauses. As the 
reader can verify, examples (17) and (18) are cases in which a subject XP can be 
identified as VP-internal by virtue of appearing to the right of an unambiguously 
non-left-peripheral (manner) adverb.

Turning to the status of auxiliaries as clues for structural disambiguation, it 
is important to point out that in a Grammar B setting, not all clauses featuring 
the order ‘AuxSV’ involve a VP-internal subject. As we have seen in section 2, 
finite verbs can occur in (at least) two positions. Recall that there is good evidence 
that the higher of these two verb positions is itself higher than SubjP: as a result, 
AuxSV-clauses which do not feature any adverbial material are ambiguous between 
the three types of structures given in (29). In (29a), the auxiliary sits in F and the 
subject remains low, whereas in the string-identical structure in (29b), the auxiliary 
raises to G across an A-moved subject in SpecSubjP. In (29c), verb movement to 
G occurs in a clause with an in situ subject:

(29) a. [SubjP [FP Aux [TP tAux [VoiceP S [Voice’ [vP V [√P tV ]]]]]]]

 b. [GP Aux [SubjP S [Subj’ [FP t’Aux [TP tAux [VoiceP tS [Voice’ [vP V [√P tV ]]]]]]]]]

 c. [GP Aux [SubjP [FP t’Aux [TP tAux [VoiceP S [Voice’ [vP V [√P tV ]]]]]]]]

It should be clear that only auxiliaries in the lower verb position can be used 
to identify VP-internal subjects. In order to distinguish the two types of AuxVP-
clauses discussed in section 2 we once again need evidence from adverb placement. 
Recall that one can use aspectual and modal adverbs as a diagnostic to assess 
whether or not a given finite verb occurs in its base position. I will assume that 
aspectual and modal adverbs occur above TP and FP, and below SubjP and GP 
(compare the representation in (12) and the discussion at the end of section 2.3.2). 
Given all this, we can conclude that the one context in which a VP-internal subject 
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can unambiguously be identified as such is as the one sketched in (30) (where 
‘Adv’ is a modal or aspectual adverb):

(30)  [FinP C [SubjP [AdvP Adv [FP Aux [TP tAux [VoiceP S [Voice’ [vP V [√P tV ]]]]]]]]]

In this structure, the auxiliary can only occur in F, given that it follows an 
unambiguously non-left-peripheral adverb. As a result, the language learner can be 
confident that the subject has not been displaced to SubjP but rather sits inside the 
verb phrase. In any event, the pattern in (30) is only a special case of the broader 
category of ‘C-Adv-S-[…]’ contexts in which we can be sure that we are dealing 
with a VP-internal subject.

Let us then look at cases where a non-peripheral subject occurs to the right of 
the lexical verb. I shall consider ‘VP-internal’ all cases where the subject occurs 
to the right of the lexical verb, and where it is followed by either the auxiliary or at 
least one XP which is not an adverbial clause but rather a DP, PP or adverb which 
we can take to be fully integrated in the same clause as the subject we are interested 
in (along the lines discussed in the previous section). In other words, included in 
this category are all clauses featuring the word orders ‘VSAux’ and ‘AuxVS-XP’ 
(more generally ‘V-S-[…]’). An example of the latter category is given in (31), 
where the pronominal subject ipse ‘he (himself)’ occurs after an auxiliary, a lexical 
verb and a direct object, but still to the left of the indirect object Diodoro ‘from 
Diodorus’:

(31) quia non  pot-uera-t  erip-ere argent-um ips-e 
 because not  be.able-pluprf-3sg  take.away-prs.inf silver-acc self-nom 
 Diodor-o
 Diodorus-dat
  ‘because he himself had not been able to take away the silver from Diodorus’ 

(Cic. Ver. 4.39)

Alhough it very much remains to be seen how and why a non-finite lexical verb 
can end up to the left of an external argument20, I take it that we can be reasonably 
confident that in the patterns mentioned we are dealing with a VP-internal subject.

Finally, there are two additional classes of word order patterns which we can 
take to involve a VP-internal subject. First, as discussed in section 3, certain types 
of VAuxSO-clauses might involve a subject that has undergone short topicaliza-
tion or focalization to the VP-edge. Assuming that an alternative analysis of this 
type of word order pattern involving V-incorporation is only available for clauses 
with a be-auxiliary, I will take it that all (and only) clauses featuring the order 
‘Inf-modal-S-XP’ feature a VP-internal subject, whereas VAuxSO-clauses with 
a be-periphrasis are in principle ambiguous between the two analyses sketched in 
sections 3.1 and 3.2. 

20. On the (limited) availability of TP-internal movement of a non-finite remnant verb phrase, see 
Danckaert (2017a: 199-209).
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Second, recall from section 2.2 that in Danckaert (2017a) the original empirical 
motivation to distinguish Grammar A from Grammar B was the decline of the order 
‘VOAux’. Given the theoretical assumptions on EPP-checking spelled out earlier, 
one would be forced to classify all (unambiguously non-left-peripheral) clauses 
featuring the order ‘SVOAux’ as involving a VP-internal subject, as by assump-
tion Grammar A (which is the only grammar that can generate VOAux-orders) 
does not have A-movement for subjects. Needless to add, this type of reasoning 
contains some unwanted circularity: as presence or absence of A-movement is what 
we want to uncover, it would hardly be fair to build it into our set of assumptions. 
Fortunately however, as will be shown in section 6, whether or not we classify all 
subjects in ‘C-[…]-SVOAux’-clauses as VP-internal does not fundamentally alter 
our results.

5.3. Unambiguous evidence for TP-internal subjects

Moving on to TP-internal subjects, it should come as no surprise that here too we 
can use functional material such as adverbs, subordinators, and now also auxilia-
ries, as diagnostics to disambiguate various word order patterns. The simplest case 
where we can be confident that a given subject XP sits in an A-position involves 
AuxVP-clauses where a subject occurs to the left of an auxiliary, but to the right of 
a C-element: in other words, all ‘C-S-Aux-V’-sequences can be taken to involve 
an A-moved subject.

In addition, it is also possible that a subject occurring lower than an auxiliary 
has undergone A-movement. We can be sure that this is the case whenever it 
occurs to the left of an adverb. In such cases, the auxiliary must have undergone 
movement to the higher verb position G. The structure we thus obtain is detailed 
in (32); (33) is a corpus example where this pattern is instantiated (compare also 
(15) in section 2.3.2): 

(32) [GP Aux [SubjP S [Subj’ [AdvP Adv [FP t’Aux [TP tAux [VoiceP tS [Voice’ [vP V [√P tV ]]]]]]]]]]

(33) [GP Pot-est etiam [SubjP inlitterat-usi ,  [[ dum modo 
  be.able-prs.3sg even  illiterate-nom while only
 tenac-issim-ae memori-ae], [ScrP  re-mj  [AdvP  satis commod-e  
 tenacious-sup-gen memory-gen  matter-acc enough convenient-adv
 [VoiceP  ti  tj  administra-re ]]]]]].
  manage-prs.inf
  ‘Even an illiterate person can cope with the matter sufficiently well, as long 

as he has a flawless memory.’ (Col. 1.8.4)

Similarly, in VPAux-clauses too subjects in SubjP can unambiguously be iden-
tified whenever we find the string ‘C-S-Adv’. The structure looks as in (34), and 
an example is given in (35):

(34) [FinP C [SubjP S [Subj’ [AdvP Adv [FP [TP [VoiceP tS [Voice’ [[√P tV ] V]]] tAux ] Aux ]]]]]
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(35) quin se  [ill-e Marcell-us tant-us uir] sic 
 that refl.acc  that-nom.m.sg Marcellus-nom such-nom man.nom so
 [ad  tolera-nd-um aequ-o anim-o exili-um] saepe
  to bear-gdv-acc.n.sg equal-abl mind-abl exile-acc often
 adhortat-us si-t:  […].
 encouraged-nom.m.sg be.prs.sbjv-3sg
  ‘that the great man Marcellus often encouraged himself in this manner, in 

order to bear his exile with a calm mind’ (Sen. Dial. 12.9.7)

5.4. Summary

To sum up, I have suggested that we can be confident that we are dealing with a 
VP-internal subject whenever we find the patterns (i) ‘C-Adv-S-[…]’, (ii) ‘VS-
[…]’, (iii) ‘Inf-modal-S-XP’, or (iv) ‘C-SVOAux’. On the other hand, I take it 
that all clauses featuring the patterns (i) ‘C-S-Aux-V-[…]’ or (ii) ‘C-S-Adv-[…]’ 
containing a subject that has undergone A-movement, which by hypothesis is only 
an available option in Grammar B. All subject XPs which do not occur in one of 
these environments should be considered structurally ambiguous and uninformative 
for the language learner when it comes to deciding whether a given utterance was 
generated by the grammar that allows for A-movement or the one that doesn’t.

6. Subject placement in Classical and Late Latin: the corpus evidence

6.1. Methodology

In order to test the hypothesis spelled out at the end of section 2.4, according 
to which there is a pair of competing grammars with and without (obligatory) 
A-movement for subjects, I will look at corpus evidence to assess how robustly 
TP-internal subjects are cued over time, thereby concentrating on external argu-
ments (and thus not on subjects in passive/unaccusative contexts).

The text corpus used is the same as in Danckaert (2017a): it contains 39 text 
samples from ca. 200 BC (Plautus) until the late sixth century AD (Gregory of 
Tours). Texts were either drawn from the LASLA-corpus (http://cipl93.philo.ulg.
ac.be/OperaLatina) or from the Brepolis database (http://www.brepolis.net). Full 
details can be found in Danckaert (2017a: 83-87). From this text corpus I collected 
a total of 2473 clauses containing (i) a non-finite transitive verb (past participle 
or infinitive), (ii) an auxiliary (be in combination with a deponent participle, or a 
modal verb (possum ‘be able’ or debeo ‘have to’)21, (iii) a non-clausal overt subject 

21. Recall however that the presence of an auxiliary (functional verb) is sometimes, but definitely not 
always necessary to determine the exact position of a given subject XP: in particular, the orders 
‘C-Adv-S-[…]’ and ‘C-S-Adv-[…]’ represent unambiguous evidence for VP-internal and TP-internal 
subjects respectively, without reference being made to verb forms of any kind. As a result, given that 
the present corpus study is only based on clauses which do in fact feature an auxiliary, it would be 
interesting to perform a follow-up study where subject placement is evaluated in a wider range of 
environments (i.e. where clauses with a single synthetic verb are also taken into account.).
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and (iv) an overt direct object. The reason why only clauses with an overt direct 
object were taken into account is that this allows us to be maximally confident that 
we are dealing with a true agentive subject (external argument). No clauses with a 
clausal direct object and/or subject were taken up in the sample, nor were clauses 
with an overt but unambiguously left-peripheral subject or object.

The dataset used for this study, as well as a separate file with the R-code used 
to extract the quantitative data summarized in Tables 2-5 are available online at 
the following url: <https://opendata.uit.no/dataset.xhtml?persistentId=doi%3A10. 
18710%2FV9D674>.

6.2. Results

Let us then move on to the results of the corpus study. To assess the diachrony of 
subject placement in the history of Latin, I will compare the fitness of the hypothe-
sized [+ A-movement] and [- A-movement] grammar in the first half of the corpus 
(200 BC - 200 AD, 1577 clauses) with the corresponding figures in the second 
half of the corpus (201 - 600 AD, 896 clauses). The figures are given in Table 4: 
for both periods, I give the total amount of clauses in three conditions, namely (i) 
unambiguously VP-internal subjects, (ii) unambiguously TP-internal subjects and 
(iii) ambiguous clauses. I also provide figures for each of the unambiguous envi-
ronments identified in section 5.

Given these results, the fitness of the [- A-movement] grammar in the earlier 
period would be .1475 (185/1254), whereas the [+ A-movement] grammar clocks 
off at .1100 (viz. 138 unambiguous tokens out of a total of 1254). It is especially 
the high frequency of postverbal (but non-clause-final) subjects that seems to give 
an edge to the [- A-movement] grammar. The advantage of this grammar can 
be estimated to be .0375. Importantly, we can be confident that the fact that we 
observe 185 VP-internal subjects out of a total of 323 unambiguous tokens is not 
due to chance (Pearson’s chi-squared test, p = .001449715). Recall that one poten-
tially problematic element of the design of this study is the decision to classify all 

Table 4. Assessing the fitness of the [- A-movement] and the [+ A-movement] grammar
Early (200 BC - 200 AD) Late (201 - 600 AD)

VP-internal C-Adv-S-[…] 15 VP-internal C-Adv-S-[…] 3

VS-[…] 135 VS-[…] 23

Inf-modal-S-XP 3 Inf-modal-S-XP 4

C-SVOAux 32 C-SVOAux 8

Total 185 Total 38

TP-internal C-S-Adv-[…] 16 TP-internal C-S-Adv-[…] 7

C-S-Aux-V-[…] 122 C-S-Aux-V-[…] 91

Total 138 Total 98

Ambiguous 1254 Ambiguous 760
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‘C-SVOAux’-clauses as generated by Grammar A, and by this token as involving 
a VP-internal subject. However, even if we were to classify all early tokens of a 
subject XP occurring in an ‘C-SVOAux’-clause as ambiguous, we still obtain a sig-
nificant result, as the probability of obtaining 153 out of a total of 291 clauses is 
also statistically significant at the .05 level (p = .03178521).

In the later period on the other hand, the roles are reversed. Here the fitness 
of the [- A-movement] grammar drops to .05 (38/760), whereas the fitness of the 
[+ A-movement] grammar rises to .1289 (98/760). This difference too is statis-
tically significant, as it is highly unlikely for TP-internal subjects to outnumber 
VP-internal ones by 98 to 38 if the distribution of these two patterns were governed 
by chance (p < .000001).

6.3. Discussion

The data summarized in Table 4 clearly show that the distribution of VP and 
TP-internal subjects does not remain constant over time; rather, in later centuries 
A-movement to the TP-layer clearly is more prevalent (‘fitter’) than in earlier times. 
As hinted at in section 2.4, it is probably not the case that this particular instance of 
grammar competition leads to a scenario in which the latter grammar completely 
ousts the former, as in most (if not all) present day Romance languages both VP 
and TP-internal subjects are still part of the grammar (with the privoso that the 
VP-internal pattern is most readily available with one-place (unaccusative and uner-
gative) predicates). Instead, it seems to be the case that both grammars are retained, 
in such a way that they are not (or cease to be?) interpretively equivalent. This is in 
line with the well known generalization that the alternation between preverbal and 
postverbal subjects in present day Romance is conditioned by among other things 
information structure (a factor which however does not play exactly the same role 
in all Romance varieties). Again, further research is needed to verify whether this 
line of reasoning is on the right track.

An obvious question that arises at this point concerns the reason(s) why the  
[+ A-movement] grammar became more prominent over time. One factor that is 
likely to be related with this instance of syntactic change is an independent change 
which takes place in the same period, namely the shift towards an exclusively 
head-initial T-node. As shown in Table 5, in both the early (169 vs. 16) and the 
later period (26 vs. 12) TP-internal subjects are cued much more robustly in AuxVP 
than in VPAux-contexts.22

As documented in Danckaert (2017a: 220-222; 273), in clauses with a modal 
verb as well as in clauses with a perfective be-auxiliary, the rate of the order ‘AuxVP’ 
clearly increases over time. The only environment in which the order ‘VPAux’ 
remains the majority pattern in Late Latin is (non-negated) be-periphrases with 
a non-perfective auxiliary (see also section 3.2). As can be seen at the bottom  

22. Both in the early and the late period, the differences between the frequencies of unambiguous 
VP-internal tokens observed in VPAux and AuxVP environments are indeed statistically significant 
(Pearson’s chi-squared test; early: p < .0000001 ; late: p = .009849737).
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row of Table 5, in absolute terms the order ‘VPAux’ retains a slight advantage 
over the reverse order in the last four centuries documented in the corpus (that is, 
when all types of auxiliaries are lumped together), but its predominance clearly 
isn’t as strong any more as it once was. It is very tempting to hypothesize that the 
eventual shift to a generalized head-initial T-node has contributed to the fact that 
A-movement for subjects is available in all (present day) Romance varieties.

7. Conclusion

In this paper I have provided corpus data to document changing patterns of subject 
placement (VP-internal vs. TP-internal) in the history of Latin. Much of the discus-
sion was centred around the question as to how VP-internal and TP-internal subject 
XPs can unambiguously be identified as such (by the ancient learner as well as by 
the modern syntactician). The results of my corpus study support the hypothesis 
that in the grammar which was most prevalent in the earliest stages of the Latin 
language, there was no rule of A-movement displacing subjects to the TP-layer, 
but rather, that this particular operation is an innovation which only becomes fully 
established in the Late Latin period. Finally, it was speculated that the shift to a 
head-initial T-node may have contributed to this development.
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